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Equipment list-

A3 white paper
A3 black card
Pencil
Scissors
Glue Stick
Masking Tape

1- fold the paper to 
line up the edges to 
create a right- angled 
triangle… 

2- cut the rectangle 
off the bottom

3- you’ll 
end up with 
a triangle…

4- open it 
up so it 
becomes a 
square…



5- place the 
white square 
onto the black 
rectangle…

6- draw along the edge of 
the white square with a 
pencil

7- cut along the line so you 
now have a black and 
white square



8- Fold the white square 
back into a triangle, then 
fold it in half again…

9- Open it and fold it in 
half this way…

10- Open it out and 
fold it in half this 
way…

11- Open it out and it 
should look like this…



12- Use the white square as a template to draw lines that divide the black 
square into halves…. 

Like this…

…and this……this…

…this…

…until you end up with this…



14- Before you move on, prepare your work space-
Black square, black rectangle next to it, folded white 
square, scissors and a piece of tape stuck to the 
edge of the table.

13- fold 
the white 
square in 
half 3 
times…

15- open it out so it’s a 
right angled triangle and 
cut along the folded 
edge...



16- Gather the triangles and cute 
along the other folded edge… 



17- Gather the triangle and fold 
them back in half so that they look 
like this…



18- use scissors to cut across the 
tip of the triangles…

19- make sure you have your black 
rectangle next to you…

20- use a very small 
amount of tape to 
stick your first 
shapes near the 
bottom of the black 
rectangle 



21- use scissors to cut across the 
the triangles again…

22- make sure you have your black 
rectangle next to you…

23- use a very small 
amount of tape to 
stick your second 
shapes above the 
first shapes



24- continue to cut your shapes (always from the 
bottom of the triangles)

25- every time, 
use a small 
amount of tape 
to stick the 
shapes of the 
black rectangle 
above the 
shapes you last 
cut 



26- when you get to the “top”, trim the 
triangle off… 

27- KEEP 
the trimmed 
off 
triangles…

28- tape down the last shapes at the 
top



29- untape the bottom shape, you 
should have 8…

30- you only need 4, so tape 4 of 
them back on the rectangle…

31- arrange them in the middle, so that you miss every other section. Once 
you’re happy with their positions, use a glue stick to stick them down…



32- take the next shape and tape 4 of 
them back onto the black rectangle 33- arrange them in the sections in 

between the ones you filled last time…

34- once you’re happy with their 
positions, use a glue stick to stick them 
down…



35- continue sticking down the next shapes…



Top tip 1- If you have a shape that was cut out inside of another shape and you’re no 
unsure where to stick it as it is in the middle of the section, use the “spare” shape that 
it was cut from, line it up and stick the shape inside the gap. Remove the “spare” and 
shape will be in the exact right place. 


Х



Top tip 2- If one of your shapes just doesn’t seem to fit correctly or looks a bit wrong 
but you’re not sure why, try turning it over!

Х 



36- remember the triangles from earlier? 

They go in the corners… 



37- once 
everything is 
stuck down, you 
should have a 
Notan Mandala 
like this one!! 



38- If you still have a 
full set of “spares,” 
you can easily 
create another 
mandala. 

Maybe experiment 
with the background 
colour?

Or experiment with 
ways to arrange 
them? 



STUDENT EXAMPLES…
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